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Abstract

Although the field of Space weather science is a young field among the space sciences, but yet history
has it that activities related to this science began since the year 1859 when the great solar storm happened
which resulted in the disruptions of telegraphs operations around the World at that particular time
subsequently making it possible for the scientist Richard Carrington to be able to connect the Solar
flare observed a day earlier before the great storm and the great deflection of the Earth’s Magnetic field
(geometric storm) simultaneous with the telegraph disruption. However years later as at today with the
advent of and the coming into existence of the Explorer 1, the Luna 1 and the establishments of the
United States International Space Weather Program, International Geophysical Year (IGY) as well as the
International Center for Space Weather Sciences and Education (ICSWSE) have made us understand the
Space weather better and enable us well define the field of Space weather science. Despite the successes
recorded in the development of Space sciences as a whole over the last century and the coming on-
board of specialized bodies/programs on space weather like the International Space Weather Program
and the ICSWSE , the majority of Africans including institutions, research organizations and even some
governments are still ignorant about the existence of the Space weather science,because apart from some
very few countries like South Africa, Nigeria and Egypt among some few others the majority of the African
nations and their academic institutions have no knowledge or idea about the existence of this field of Space
science (Space weather).
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